FCS e-Engineering

It is a fact that a hotel that is stagnant in its delivery of
service will eventually fade in existence. To remain in the

The Electronic Work-horse to meet all your needs!

forefront of the hospitality industry, a hotel must be able

Hotels face massive challenges across an increasingly in-

to maintain an incomparable reputation at all times. Part

comprehensible operations environment, from dealing with

of the strategy of preserving an impeccable name is to

suppliers, room maintenance, third-party contractor, engi-

take precautionary measures in every aspect of manag-

neering supervision, preventive maintenance, general

ing the hotel. Preventive maintenance involves periodic

maintenance, job inspection, repair and services, pur-

inspection to ensure that potential problems are solved

chase and receivable, account department to work

before they actually surface. FCS e-Engineering accom-

schedule and carrying out entirely with less.

modates the function for preventive maintenance to
ensure that subtle enhancements constantly renovate

Setting the benchmark for Quality Services

the hotel without disrupting guests. Such contingency

How does one ensure quality? Quality is guaranteed if and

planning involves more costs, but complacency to plan

only if the system and staff complement each other. Ever

in advance will result in even more dire consequences

so often, the employees are not motivated to produce
quality work because they are hindered by systems that
burden rather than assist them. Here’s where the similarity
between FCS e-Engineering and other systems ends. FCS eEngineering empowers the staff to make sound decisions,
and most importantly to achieve performance expectations. By automating many mundane tasks, employees are
able to focus on areas pertaining to quality. Their motivation will no longer be centred on what to do, but on how to
do it.

FCS e-Engineering includes:
General Engineering Service (GES) Module

Equipment Registration Module

For the ultimate in operational security, the GES module

Using this module, you can index and track and index

offers secure access for designated staff in workflow man-

all hotel equipment with classification system based on

agement. Built specifically for all your engineering needs,

area registration, or detail registration in an instant. The

the system allows you to manage and organize your work-

system allows you to view details of such as storage

flow from order management, demand forecasting and

rooms and view of equipment with al the necessary

visibility, core equipment management, financial and

reporting features required in management and super-

transaction, engineering job schedule, multi-site job, and

vision.

operations. This system module can also help you gener-

Public Area & Room Registration Module

ate the necessary reports you need to optimize customer

A simple to use module to allow superivisors and man-

service, inventory levels, productivity, and profitability.

agement staff to access detailed information on room

Preventive Maintenance Service Module

classification and service area and facilities.

With this module, you no longer have to worry about

Reporting Module

equipment failures as it helps you track and order preven-

The reporting module consists of an extensive database

tive engineering services request in system schedule. The

that enables management to track the status of jobs from

system can help you generate up to date reports on

the initial request to completion. Managers are also able

equipment status and availability, maintenance of equip-

to decide when they require summary reports, detailed

ment and assets to maximize ROI and depreciation of

reports, graphic reports and checklist reports. The reports

those assets.

simplify the processes of performance evaluation, cost

Job Tracking & Monitoring Module

control and forecasting analysis for management. By

This easy to use module helps you track job completion

gaining access to priceless information on the weak ar-

at various levels with departments and contractors in a

eas, management is given a clearer picture on how to

seamless and systematic approach. At each level,

boost productivity while controlling resource consumption.

reports are generated with links to view equipment

The reports generated will enable management to recon-

used and history during each service process for

cile job requirements and human resources conflicts as

greater business efficiency.

well as plan inventory needs in advance.

FCS is a new age partner that provides global support capability to the hospitality industry. FCS’ unique service orientated systems with the provision of converged technologies have become the industry standards for most major hotel
chains and are dedicated to optimizing resource allocation and deployment, boosting productivity and efficiency,
and achieving guest satisfaction and profitability. Because of our 20 years of intimate knowledge in hospitality, we
have enhanced mobility and productivity in the new IP convergence evolution to suit the current needs. We understand hotel’s challenges and what makes them successful. We developed service oriented applications for in-room
and web based for back office benefit to data mining tools to help effective reporting. The reporting information provides useful information for operational efficiency, speed and points out priorities. Having the best reporting tool allow
staffs to show relevant facts in an interesting way, makes all differences in communicating to management and feedback to colleagues. Now, more than ever, achieving measurable results – real data and commercial results – demands that communicators presenting a higher standard of data. All the hotel technologies are integrated to communicate effectively with hotel guests, hotel service personals and vendors. We customized for each hotel’s uniqueness and all our components harmonized into an eco-system.
From a single-product company in 1982 to becoming a market-leading end-to-end solutions innovator, provider, vendor and integrator of the latest in hospitality technology today, FCS has about 4,500 installed customers and more than
2000 active customers in over 36 countries. Among this large customer base are leading four and five-star international
hotels like The Hyatt Hotels Group, The Jumeriah Hotels, The Shangri-la Hotels, The Hilton Group, The JW Marriott Group,
Bass, The ACCOR Group, The Starwood Group, The M&C Hotels, The Intercontinental Group, Sheraton, The Peninsular,
The Mandarin Oriental Group, Le Meridians and The Four Seasons.
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